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We propose a physical mechanism to generate and selectively amplify anisotropic Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY) interactions between two local spins. The idea is to combine the deflection of the carrier velocity
by a P-N interface and the locking of this velocity to the carrier spin orientation via spin-orbit coupling. We
provide analytical and numerical results to demonstrate this mechanism on the surface of a topological insulator
P-N junction. This work identifies the P-N interface as a second knob which, together with the carrier density,
enables independent control of the strength and anisotropy of the RKKY interaction over a wide range. These
findings may be relevant to scalable quantum computation and two-impurity quantum criticality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The carrier-mediated Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) interaction1–4 between local spins has been known
for more than sixty years as an important mechanism for the
broadening of nuclear spin resonance lines, magnetic order-
ing, and spin glass behaviors in magnetic metals, alloys, and
semiconductors. It characterizes the magnetic response of
the itinerant carriers and finds interesting applications, e.g.,
it enables entanglement between spatially separated spins in
quantum dots5–9 for scalable quantum computation10,11 and
allows magnetic ordering of magnetically doped materials for
spintronics12–14 and new topological phases15–17. For a pair of
magnetic atoms, it competes with the Kondo effect and gives
rise to rich physics18–20 that have been of considerable theo-
retical and experimental interest for decades21–24. For these
applications, selective amplification of different interaction
terms (beyond the isotropic Heisenberg-like term) is highly
desirable.

Recently, the RKKY interaction was studied in many mate-
rials, e.g., dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors (see Ref. 4 for
a review), graphene25–30, Dirac and Weyl semimetals31,32, and
the surface of topological insulators (TIs)33–39. The successful
measurement40–43 of the RKKY interaction with atomic-scale
spatial resolution42,43 opens a new playground for engineer-
ing this interaction. Interesting theoretical and experimental
works for amplifying the isotropic Heisenberg-like term have
been reported22,44–55, but selective generation and amplifica-
tion of anisotropic terms remains elusive. The general consen-
sus is that these terms originate from the spin-orbit coupling
of the carriers, so tuning these terms requires tuning the sym-
metry of the spin-orbit coupling (e.g., combining the Rashba
and Dresselhaus terms56 or the warping effect of TI surface
states35). The latter is determined by the crystal symmetry and
sample orientation, so it has no (or very limited) tunability.

Here we propose a physical mechanism to generate and se-
lectively amplify anisotropic interaction terms between two
local spins Ŝ1 and Ŝ2. The idea is that these terms arise from

the spin orientation of carriers traveling between Ŝ1 and Ŝ2, so
the P-N interface can deflect the velocity and hence the spin
(via spin-orbit coupling) of those carriers to achieve controlled
generation of anisotropic terms. The negative refraction of
carriers across the P-N interface57–60 further allows selective
amplification of these terms. This physical mechanism is ap-
plicable to the P-N junction of any material with spin-orbit
coupling. For specificity, here we demonstrate this mecha-
nism by both analytical and numerical results on the surface
of a TI P-N junction, which forms the basis of several inter-
esting proposals58,61–63 and was recently fabricated64–67 with
atomically abrupt interfaces67. Ever since the discovery of the
RKKY interaction, extensive efforts have been devoted to this
interaction, the vast majority of which focus on its manipu-
lation in uniform materials via the carrier density. Here, our
work identifies the P-N interface as a second knob which, to-
gether with the carrier density, enables independent control of
the strength and anisotropy of the RKKY interaction. These
findings mark a step towards engineering RKKY interactions
in spin-orbit coupled systems for the nonlocal control of spin
and entanglement.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give
an intuitive physical picture for the origin of the anisotropic
terms. In Sec. III, we provide analytical and numerical results
for engineering the RKKY interactions on the surface of TI
P-N junctions. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. IV.

II. PHYSICAL PICTURE

We consider two local spins Ŝ1 (located at R1) and Ŝ2 (lo-
cated at R2) coupled to itinerant carriers via the contact ex-
change interaction −λ

∑
i Ŝi · σ̂δ(r̂ − Ri), where σ̂ are Pauli

matrices for the carrier spin. At low temperature, the carriers
mediate an effective interaction1–3,68 between Ŝ1 and Ŝ2:

ĤRKKY = −
λ2

π
Im

∫ EF

−∞

K̂(E)dE, (1)
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where EF is the Fermi energy, Im Ô ≡ (Ô−Ô†)/(2i) (∀Ô), and

K̂(E) = Tr[σ̂ · Ŝ1Ĝ(R1,R2; E)σ̂ · Ŝ2Ĝ(R2,R1; E)]. (2)

Here the carrier propagator (retarded Green’s function)
Ĝ(r2, r1; E) in real space is still an operator acting on the car-
rier spin and the trace is taken over the carrier spin.

Equation (2) shows that the RKKY interaction arises from
two steps: (i) The carrier travels from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2, as described by
Ĝ(R2,R1; E), and undergoes the interaction σ̂·Ŝ2; (ii) The car-
rier travels from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1, as described by Ĝ(R1,R2; E),
and undergoes the interaction σ̂ · Ŝ1, which restores the initial
spin state of the carrier. This process mediates an effective in-
teraction ∼ K̂(E) between Ŝ1 and Ŝ2. The sum of the contribu-
tions from all the occupied carrier states gives the total RKKY
interaction in Eq. (1). When the distance R ≡ |R2 − R1| ex-
ceeds the Fermi wavelength of the carriers, stationary phase
approximation69,70 shows that the energy integral in Eq. (1)
is dominated by the contribution near the Fermi level48,71:
ĤRKKY ∝ K̂(EF)/R, so the strength (anisotropy) of the RKKY
interaction is determined by the magnitude (spin polarization)
of the carrier propagator on the Fermi level.

In a d-dimensional uniform system, the propagators
Ĝ(R2,R1; EF) and Ĝ(R1,R2; EF) mimic an outgoing spher-
ical wave and decays as 1/R(d−1)/2 to conserve the total proba-
bility current, so the RKKY interaction exhibits “universal”
1/Rd decay55, as found in many previous studies. When
the carrier’s density of states on the Fermi level vanishes,
the RKKY interaction may decay even faster, e.g., when the
Fermi level locates at the Dirac/Weyl point, it follows 1/R3

decay in graphene25,27,28 and on the surface of TIs33–36, and
follows 1/R5 decay in Dirac/Weyl semimetals31,32.

Next we turn to the anisotropy of the RKKY interaction.
Without spin-orbit coupling, the carrier propagator is spin-
independent, so K̂(E) only contains the isotropic Heisenberg
term Ŝ1 · Ŝ2. With spin-orbit coupling, the anisotropy orig-
inates intuitively as follows. In a uniform system, carriers
going from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2 have a group velocity along R2 − R1,
while those going from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1 have an opposite group
velocity [blue arrows in Fig. 1(a)]. Usually, opposite group
velocities ±v amounts to opposite momenta ±k, which in turn
are locked to opposite spin orientations ±b(k) via a generic
spin-orbit coupling σ̂ · b(±k) = ±σ̂ · b(k) that preserves time-
reversal symmetry. For clarity, we use a unit vector e (−e) [red
arrows in Fig. 1(a)] for the spin orientation of those carriers
traveling from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2 (from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1), and |n〉 for the
spin-up state along the vector n, then Ĝ(R2,R1; EF) ∝ |e〉〈e|
and Ĝ(R1,R2; EF) ∝ | − e〉〈−e|, so Eq. (2) gives

K̂(EF) ∝ (〈e|σ̂| − e〉 · Ŝ1) × (〈−e|σ̂|e〉 · Ŝ2) = Ŝ +
1,eŜ −2,e,

where Ŝ +
e (Ŝ −e ) is the spin raising (lowering) operator that in-

creases (decreases) Ŝ · e by one. Physically, this interaction
comes from the following two-step process [cf. Fig. 1(a)]:

(i) A carrier with group velocity v and spin |e〉 travels from Ŝ1
to Ŝ2 and interacts with Ŝ2. This interaction reverses the
carrier velocity to −v and the carrier spin to | − e〉. It also
increases Ŝ2 · e by one to conserve the total spin along e.

(a) Uniform system 
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FIG. 1. Group velocity (blue arrows) and spin orientation (red ar-
rows) of itinerant carriers traveling along a classical trajectory (or-
ange line) that connects the two local spins (a) in uniform system, or
on the surface of (b) symmetric or (c) asymmetric TI P-N junction.
The black curve in (c) indicates the caustics above the x axis.

(ii) This carrier travels from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1 and interacts with Ŝ1.
This interaction restores the carrier group velocity back to
v and the carrier spin back to |e〉. It also decreases Ŝ1 · e by
one to conserve the total spin along e.

The entire process leaves the carrier spin intact, but increases
Ŝ2 · e by one and decreases Ŝ1 · e by one. Explicitly,

Ŝ +
1,eŜ −2,e = Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 − (e · Ŝ1)(e · Ŝ2) + ie · (Ŝ1 × Ŝ2) (3)

contains the isotropic Heisenberg term and the anisotropic
Ising and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms, as found previously
in many materials, such as Dirac and Weyl semimetals31,32

and the surface of TIs33–39.
Therefore, the outgoing propagation (spin polarization) of

the carriers traveling between Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 generates the 1/Rd

decay (anisotropic terms) of the RKKY interaction. Usually,
the spin polarization axis e is determined by R2 − R1 and the
spin-orbit coupling [e.g., e ∝ ez × (R2 − R1) on a TI surface],
making selective control of different interactions difficult. In-
terestingly, the P-N interface can change both behaviors, so
it can generate and selectively amplify anisotropic RKKY in-
teractions. This physical mechanism is applicable to any ma-
terial with spin-orbit coupling. Here for clarity, we illustrate
this mechanism for the surface of a TI P-N junction.
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FIG. 2. Spatial map of different RKKY interactions [unit: J0/(2a)] vs. R2 = (X,Y) in a symmetric P-N junction, where Aαβ ≡ Ŝ α
1 Ŝ β

2 + Ŝ β
1Ŝ α

2 ,
the first spin is fixed at R1 = (−a, 0) = (−10λF , 0), and J0 ≡ λ

2q2
F/(8π

3vF).

III. RKKY INTERACTION IN TI P-N JUNCTIONS

The TI is a new class of quantum matter with extraordinary
surface carriers (in the xy plane) as described by72,73

Ĥ0 = vFσ̂ · (ez × p̂),

which gives gapless linear dispersion E±(q) = ±vF |q| with
group velocity v± = ±vFq/|q|. The corresponding eigen-
state is eiq·r|ez × v±〉, so the spin orientation of a carrier
moving with group velocity v is locked to ez × v. Very re-
cently, there were remarkable progresses in fabricating TI-
based nanostructures64–67,74. In particular, the TI P-N junc-
tions were recently fabricated64–67 with atomically abrupt
interfaces67. Previous theoretical works focus on their inter-
esting electronic properties, such as gapless junction states61,
birefringent spin lens58, spin filtering62, and spin-based Mach-
Zehnder interferometry63. Here we explore a very different
application: the selective amplification of different RKKY in-
teractions. This may be relevant to the application of TIs to
spintronics and quantum computing.

The surface carriers of a TI P-N junction is described by

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + sgn(x)V0

with Fermi energy EF ∈ [−V0,V0]. The left region (x < 0) is
N-type with electron Fermi momentum qN ≡ (V0 + EF)/vF ,
while the right region (x > 0) is P-type with hole Fermi mo-
mentum qP ≡ (V0 − EF)/vF . Without losing generality, we
assume Ŝ1 locates at R1 = (−a, 0) in the N region and Ŝ2 lo-
cates at R2 = (X,Y) in the P region.

A. Symmetric P-N junction (EF = 0)

Here the N region and the P region have the same Fermi
momenta qN = qP = qF ≡ V0/vF and Fermi wavelength
λF ≡ 2π/qF . As shown in Fig. 1(b), an electron incident from
the N region is refracted by the P-N interface. The incident
and refractive trajectories are mirror symmetric about the P-N
interface, so electrons emanating from Ŝ1 will be refocused
by the P-N interface onto the focal point R̃1 ≡ (a, 0) [empty
circle in Fig. 1(b)]. This is the well-known negative refrac-
tion of electrons across a P-N interface57,59,60, the electronic
analog to its optical counterpart75.

On uniform TI surface, the RKKY interaction has rota-
tional symmetry around the axis e ∝ ez × (R2 − R1), which
only allows three terms [Eq. (3)] that conserve the total
spin along e. On the surface of TI P-N junction, this rota-
tional symmetry is broken, so all interactions are allowed: the
Heisenberg term Ŝ1 · Ŝ2, the Ising terms (Ŝ 1yŜ 2y and Ŝ 1zŜ 2z),
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms D̂x, D̂y, D̂z, and Âxy, Âxz, Âyz,

where D̂ ≡ Ŝ1 × Ŝ2 and Âαβ is the element of the symmetric
tensor operator A ≡ Ŝ1Ŝ2 + Ŝ2Ŝ1. Surprisingly, numerical
simulations show that only six terms (Fig. 2) are appreciable,
while other terms are smaller by two orders of magnitudes
(not shown), suggesting the existence of a hidden symmetry.
Figure 2 further shows that all the terms are strongly enhanced
when Ŝ2 locates near the focal point and different terms ex-
hibit distinct angular dependencies. Next, we present analyti-
cal expressions and a physical picture for these features.

For Ŝ2 far from the focal point (|R2 − R̃1| & λF), the prop-
agator from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2 is dominated by the classical trajectory
[solid orange line in Fig. 1(b)], as characterized by an incident
angle θ ≡ tan−1[Y/(a − X)], transmission amplitude t = cos θ,
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and trajectory length RN = a/ cos θ (RP = X/ cos θ) in the N
(P) region. In the N (P) region, the carrier group velocity is
parallel (anti-parallel) to the momentum, so the propagation
phase is qFRN (−qFRP). The total propagation phase is

Φ ≡ qF(RN − RP) = sgn(a − X)qF |R2 − R̃1|.

Using stationary phase approximation69–71,76 gives (see Ap-
pendix A)

Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) ≈ t
qF

ivF

eiΦ

√
2πiΦ

|eP〉〈eN|, (4)

where the spin orientations eN, eP are indicated by red ar-
rows in Fig. 1(b). The propagator from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1 is
obtained from Eq. (4) by time reversal of the spin (i.e.,
|eP〉〈eN| → | − eN〉〈−eP|). The RKKY interaction is dominated
by the contribution on the Fermi level48,71:

ĤRKKY ≈
J2vF

2π(RN + RP)
Re K̂(EF). (5)

Using the explicit expressions for the propagators gives

ĤRKKY ≈ −
J0t2

RN + RP

2π
Φ

Im(e2iΦŜ −1,eN
Ŝ +

2,eP
) (6)

where J0 ≡ λ2q2
F/(8π

3vF) and Ŝ +
e (Ŝ −e ) increases

(decreases) Ŝ · e by one. This interaction arises from the fol-
lowing process [cf. Fig. 1(b)]:

(1) A carrier departs Ŝ1 with group velocity vN and spin |eN〉

and arrives at Ŝ2 with a different group velocity vP and spin
|eP〉, as described by Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) ∝ |eP〉〈eN|. Next, the
contact exchange interaction with Ŝ2 reverses the carrier
group velocity to −vP and the carrier spin to | − eP〉. It also
increases Ŝ2 · eP by one to conserve the total spin along eP.

(2) This carrier departs Ŝ2 with group velocity −vP and spin
| − eP〉 and travels back to Ŝ1 with a different group velocity
−vN and spin | − eN〉, as described by Ĝ(R1,R2, EF) ∝ | −
eN〉〈−eP|. Next, the contact exchange interaction with Ŝ1
restores its initial velocity vN and initial spin |eN〉. It also
decreases Ŝ1 · eN by one to conserve the total spin along eN.

We use a complex vector g = (0, 1, i sin θ) and g0 ≡ (g ·g)1/2

to characterize the spin polarization: |eP〉〈eN| = (g0 + σ̂ · g)/2,
then Eq. (6) becomes

ĤRKKY ≈ −
J0t2

RN + RP

2π
Φ

Im e2iΦ
(
g2

0Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 + ig0g · D̂ − g · A · g
)
,

(7)
which agrees with our numerical results in Fig. 2 at |R2−R̃1| &
λF , e.g., the enhancement of the RKKY interaction near the
focal point originates from 2π/Φ, while the distinct angular
dependencies of different interactions are well described by:

Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 ∼ cos5 ϕ,
Ŝ 1yŜ 2y ∼ cos3 ϕ,

D̂y ∼ cos4 ϕ,


Ŝ 1zŜ 2z ∼ cos3 ϕ sin2 ϕ,

D̂z ∼ cos4 ϕ sinϕ,
Âyz ∼ cos3 ϕ sinϕ.

where ϕ is the polar angle of R2 − R̃1.
For comparison, on a uniform N-type TI surface with Fermi

momentum qF , the classical trajectory going from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2 is
a straight line with a length R ≡ |R2 − R1| [cf. Fig. 1(a)],
so the propagator is obtained from Eq. (4) by setting t = 1,
eN = eP = e ∝ ez × (R2 − R1), and Φ = qFR, while the
RKKY interaction is obtained from Eq. (6) by further replac-
ing RN + RP with R. Compared with their counterparts on a
uniform TI surface, Eqs. (4) and (6) exhibit two distinguish-
ing features. First, the carrier propagators depend on R2 − R̃1
instead of R2 − R1, as if Ŝ1 located at R̃1 instead of R1. This
spatial symmetry is absent from the system Hamiltonian. Due
to this symmetry, when |R2 − R̃1| is fixed, the RKKY interac-
tion in Eq. (6) decays as 1/(RN + RP), in contrast to the much
faster 1/Rd decay in uniform d-dimensional systems. Second,
a carrier departs Ŝ1 with spin orientation eN and arrives at Ŝ2
with a different spin orientation eP. This lifts the constraint of
total spin conservation along e on a uniform TI surface [cf. Eq.
(3)]. Interestingly, eN and eP are symmetric about the x axis.
This spin symmetry is also absent from the system Hamilto-
nian. Due to this symmetry, Eq. (7) only contains six terms as
shown in Fig. 2: other terms are high-order contributions be-
yond the stationary phase approximation and hence are much
smaller. This hidden spatial symmetry and spin symmetry
arise from the mirror reflection symmetry of the electron and
hole Fermi contours of a symmetric P-N junction77.

The results above are valid for Ŝ2 far from R̃1, otherwise

Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) =
qF

4πivF
(g̃0 + σ̂ · g̃), (8)

where g̃0 and g̃ ≡ (0, g̃y, g̃z) are oscillatory functions of
qF(R2 − R̃1) (see Appendix A). Then Eq. (5) gives

ĤRKKY ≈ −
J0

2a
Re

 g̃2
0 + g̃ · g̃

2
Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 + ig̃0g̃ · D̂ − g̃ · A · g̃

 .
(9)

Equations (7) and (9) are complementary and provide a full
description for the spatial map of the RKKY interaction.
When R2−R̃1 and hence g̃0, g̃ are fixed, the RKKY interaction
follows 1/R decay, instead of the much faster 1/Rd decay in
d-dimensional uniform systems. When Ŝ2 locates at the focal
point R̃1, we have g̃0 = π/2, g̃y = 2, and g̃z = 0, so

ĤRKKY ≈ −
J0

2a

(
π2/4 + 4

2
Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 − 4Ŝ y

1Ŝ y
2

)
.

Compared with a uniform TI surface with the same carrier
concentration35, the P-N interface amplifies the RKKY inter-
action by a dramatic factor ∼ 2R/λF that increases with in-
creasing distance R = 2a.

B. Asymmetric P-N junction (EF , 0)

Here qN , qP, so the P-N junction is characterized by
two parameters: qF ≡ (qN + qP)/2 = V0/vF (or equivalently
λF ≡ 2π/qF) controls the average carrier density, while the
effective “refractive” index n ≡ qP/qN controls the degree of
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FIG. 3. Numerical results for the spatial map of the RKKY interactions [unit: J0/(2a)] as functions of R2 = (X,Y) in the P region of a P-N
junction. The first spin is fixed at R1 = (−a, 0) = (−10λF , 0). The white lines indicate the caustics. Upper part: EF = V0/9 and hence n = 0.8.
Lower part: EF = −V0/11 and hence n = 1.2.
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asymmetry of the junction. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the inci-
dent and refractive trajectories are no longer mirror symmet-
ric about the P-N interface. The electrons emanating from Ŝ1
are refocused imperfectly by the P-N interface, giving rise to
caustics [black curve in Fig. 1(c)]57, as described by

Ycau(X) ≡ ±
[(an)2/3 − X2/3]3/2

√
1 − n2

(for n < 1),

Ycau(X) ≡ ±
[X2/3 − (na)2/3]3/2

√
n2 − 1

(for n > 1).

For weak asymmetry (e.g., n = 0.8 and n = 1.2), the RKKY
interactions are shown in Fig. 3. For n = 0.8 (n = 1.2),
all the interactions are enhanced when Ŝ2 locates in the left
(right) neighborhood of the caustics, but are suppressed in the
right (left) neighborhood. Moreover, the interactions D̂x, Âxy,
and Âxz are significantly smaller than other terms. Next, we
present analytical expressions that reproduce these features.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the classical trajectory from Ŝ1 to Ŝ2
is characterized by an incident angle θN , refractive angle θP,
transmission amplitude t = cos θN/ cos[(θP − θN)/2], and tra-
jectory length RN ≡ a/ cos θN (RP ≡ X/ cos θP) in the N (P) re-
gion, so that the total propagation phase is Φ = qNRN − qPRP.
Here θN and θP are determined by the momentum conserva-
tion along the y axis, sin θN = n sin θP, and the geometric con-
straint Y = a tan θN − X tan θP. For Ŝ2 far from the caustics,
the propagator is dominated by a single classical trajectory
(see Appendix B):

Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) ≈ t
qF

ivF

eiΦ√
2πiqFR̃

|eP〉〈eN|, (10)

where eN, eP are shown in Fig. 1(c), and

R̃ ≡
1 + n

2
RN −

1 + 1/n
2

cos2 θN

cos2 θP
RP. (11)

Taking the time reversal of the carrier spin (i.e., |eP〉〈eN| →

| − eN〉〈−eP|) gives the propagator from Ŝ2 back to Ŝ1. Substi-
tuting the propagators into Eq. (5) gives

ĤRKKY ≈ −
t2J0

RN + RP

2π
qFR̃

Im e2iΦŜ −1,eN
Ŝ +

2,eP
.

The physical process leading to this interaction is similar to
that for a symmetric P-N junction, except that eN and eP are
no longer symmetric about the x axis.

We use a complex vector g = (sin[(θP − θN)/2], cos[(θP −

θN)/2], i sin[θN + θP)/2]) and g0 = (g ·g)1/2 to characterize the
spin polarization: |eP〉〈eN| = (g0 + σ̂ · g)/2, then

ĤRKKY ≈ −
J0t2

RN + RP

2π
qFR̃

Im e2iΦ(g2
0Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 + ig0g · D̂−g ·A ·g),

(12)
which agrees with our numerical results in Fig. 3 as long as
Ŝ2 is away from the caustics by a distance & λF , see Fig. 4
for a comparison. For weak asymmetry, i.e., |EF | � V0 and
hence n ≈ 1, the difference θN−θP is small, so the polarization
vector g has a small x component. This explains why Dx and
Axy, Axz in Fig. 3 are significantly smaller than other terms.
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FIG. 4. Strength of the interaction Âyz [unit: J0/(2a)] as a function
of X (with Y = 3λF fixed) in an asymmetric TI P-N junction with (a)
n = 0.8 and (b) n = 1.2. The vertical gray lines marks the caustics.

C. Selective generation and amplification of RKKY
interactions

The TI P-N junction is controlled by two parameters: (i)
The junction voltage V0 or equivalently the average Fermi mo-
mentum qF ≡ V0/vF (or λF ≡ 2π/qF) characterizes the aver-
age carrier density. (ii) The Fermi level EF or equivalently the
“refractive” index n characterizes the degree of asymmetry of
the junction. In Eq. (12), except for J0 ∝ q2

F and Φ ∝ qF ,
other quantities (θN , θP, t, R̃, g, and g0) are completely deter-
mined by the locations of S1 and S2 and the “refraction” index
n. Therefore, when the locations of S1 and S2 are fixed, qF
controls the overall strength (2π/Φ̃)J0t2/(RN + RP) ∝ qF of
all the interactions, while n controls the spin polarization vec-
tor g and hence the generation and selective amplification of
different interactions.

Specifically, setting n = 1 gives a symmetric P-N junction
with mirror symmetry on the Fermi contour, so θN = θP = θ,
g = (0, 1, i sin θ), and the RKKY interaction is dominated by
six terms [Eq. (7)]. Tuning n slightly away from unity gives
rise to small θN − θP and hence gx, which in turn generates
three weak interactions D̂x, Âxz, and Âxy. Further tuning n far
from unity increases the degree of asymmetry of the P-N junc-
tion and hence further enhances the strengths of these interac-
tions. As an example, we consider a = 5λF , X = 4λF , and
Y = 2λF , and vary EF/V0 from −1 across zero to +1 to tune
the “refraction” index n from +∞ across +1 to 0. This vari-
ation changes the incident and refraction angles [Fig. 5(a)]
and hence leads to two effects. First, it changes the effective
distances R̃ and RN + RP [Fig. 5(b)] and hence changes the
overall strength of all the interactions, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
Second, it changes the spin polarization vector g [Fig. 5(d)]
and hence tunes the anisotropy of the RKKY interactions. Ac-
cording to Eq. (12), each interaction term oscillates rapidly as
sin(2Φ) or cos(2Φ) with a corresponding envelope, so it is bet-
ter to quantify the anisotropy of different interactions by these
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FIG. 5. (a) Incident and refraction angles, (b) overall strength (2π/Φ̃)J0t2/(RN + RP) [unit: J0/(2a)], (c) spin polarization vector, and (d)-
(f) envelopes of different interaction terms [unit: J0/(2a)] as functions of EF/V0. The two local spins are fixed at R1 = (−5λF , 0) and
R2 = (4λF , 2λF). The dashed lines in (a)-(c) are guides to the eye.

envelopes. Then Fig. 5(d)-(f) clearly demonstrates the possi-
bility to tune the relative strength of different interactions by
tuning the “refraction” index.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a physical mechanism for the selective
generation and amplification of anisotropic RKKY interac-
tions. The key is to utilize the negative refraction across a P-N
junction to amplify all the interactions, and utilize the deflec-
tion of the carrier spin by the P-N interface (via the spin-orbit
coupling) to achieve selected generation and amplification of
anisotropic terms. Specifically, the junction potential V0 con-
trols the average carrier density and hence the overall strength
of all the interactions, while the Fermi energy controls the de-
gree of asymmetry of the P-N junction and hence the gener-
ation and amplification of anisotropic interactions. Although
we have limited our numerical and analytical discussions to
the surface of a TI P-N junction for the sake of specificity,
this physical mechanism is applicable to the P-N junction of
an arbitrary system with spin-orbit coupling. Compared with
previous works that focus on the dependence of the RKKY
interaction on specific materials and carrier density, our work
identifies the P-N interface as a second knob which, when
combined with the carrier density, may open up the possibility

for the independent control of the strength and anisotropy of
the RKKY interaction in spin-orbit coupled systems.
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Appendix A: Carrier propagators in symmetric TI P-N junction

Given the carrier Hamiltonian Ĥ, the propagator of the car-
riers is defined as Gµ,ν(r, r0, EF) ≡ 〈r, µ|(EF−Ĥ+i0+)−1|r0, ν〉,
where µ, ν = + (spin up) or − (spin down) denotes the spin
states. When Ĥ is invariant under time-reversal operation
θ̂, i.e., θ̂Ĥθ̂−1 = Ĥ, we can use 〈i|Ô| j〉 = 〈θ̂i|θ̂Ôθ̂−1|θ̂ j〉∗ =

〈θ̂ j|(θ̂Ôθ̂−1)†|θ̂i〉 to obtain

Gµν(r, r0, EF) = 〈θ̂(r0, ν)|(EF − Ĥ + i0+)−1|θ̂(r, µ)〉,
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where |θ̂(r,±)〉 is the time-reversal of |r,±〉. Using θ̂|r〉 = θ̂|r〉
and θ̂|±〉 = ±|∓〉, we obtain |θ̂(r,±)〉 = ±|r,∓〉 and hence

G↑↑(r, r0, EF) = G↓↓(r0, r, EF),
G↓↓(r, r0, EF) = G↑↑(r0, r, EF),
G↑↓(r, r0, EF) = −G↓↑(r0, r, EF),
G↓↑(r, r0, EF) = −G↑↓(r0, r, EF).

Namely, given the 2 × 2 propagator Ĝ(r, r0, EF) = G0 +

G · σ̂ from r0 to r, the 2 × 2 propagator from r back to r0
can be obtained by taking time reversal of the carrier spin:
Ĝ(r0, r, EF) = G0 − G · σ̂. Therefore, in the following, we
only consider the propagator from R1 to R2.

For convenience, we use eϕ ≡ cosϕex + sinϕey to denote
a unit vector with polar angle ϕ. For EF = 0, the N region
and the P region has the same Fermi momentum qF ≡ V0/vF .
We consider a right-going incident electron from the N region
with an incident angle ϕ, momentum (qx, qy) ≡ qFeϕ, group
velocity vN ≡ vFeϕ, and spin state

|ez × vN〉 =
1
√

2

[
e−iϕ/2

ieiϕ/2

]
,

where qx ≡ (q2
F −q2

y)1/2. The reflection electron has a momen-
tum (−qx, qy) ≡ qFeπ−ϕ, group velocity vr = vFeπ−ϕ, and spin
state

|ez × vr〉 =
1
√

2

[
eiϕ/2

−ie−iϕ/2

]
.

The transmission electron has a momentum (−qx, qy) =

qFeπ−ϕ, group velocity vP ≡ vFe−ϕ, and spin state

|ez × vP〉 =
1
√

2

[
eiϕ/2

ie−iϕ/2

]
.

From the continuity equation at the P-N interface x = 0,

|ez × vN〉 + r|ez × vr〉 = t|ez × vP〉,

we obtain the transmission amplitude t(ϕ) = cosϕ and the
reflection amplitude r(ϕ) = i sinϕ.

The carrier propagator from R1 = (−a, 0) in the N region to
R2 = (X,Y) in the P region is given by

Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dqy

2π
t(ϕ)eiφ(qy) |ez × vP〉〈ez × vN|

ivFqx/qF
,

where φ(qy) = qyY + qx(a − X). By keeping traveling waves
only, we can replace

∫ ∞
−∞

dqy by
∫ qF

−qF
dqy and obtain Eq. (8) in

the main text, where

g̃0 ≡

∫ π/2

−π/2
cos2 ϕeiφ(ϕ)dϕ,

g̃y ≡

∫ π/2

−π/2
cosϕeiφ(ϕ)dϕ,

g̃z ≡ i
∫ π/2

−π/2
sinϕ cosϕeiφ(ϕ)dϕ,

(a) EF>0 

x x R1 

R2 

R1 

R2 

(c) EF<0 

R2 

x R1 

R2 

x R1 

y y 

y y 

(b) EF>0 

(d) EF<0 

FIG. 6. Classical trajectory (orange lines) connecting R1 and R2 on
opposite sides of a TI P-N junction. (a) and (b): EF > 0. (c) and (d):
EF < 0. The black curves denote the caustics.

and φ(ϕ) = qF[Y sinϕ + (a − X) cosϕ].
The incident angle θ of the classical trajectory is deter-

mined by ∂ϕφ(ϕ) = 0 as θ = tan−1[Y/(a − X)]. In terms of
θ and the total propagation phase Φ ≡ qF(a − X)/ cos θ along
the classical trajectory, we have φ(ϕ) = Φ cos(ϕ − θ). For R2
far from the focal point R̃1 ≡ (a, 0), we can replace φ(ϕ) by its
Taylor expansion near ϕ = θ up to the second order to obtain

(g̃0, g̃y, g̃z) = cos θ

√
2π
iΦ

eiΦ(cos θ, 1, i sin θ)

and hence Eq. (4) of the main text. For R2 = R̃1 ≡ (a, 0) and
hence φ(ϕ) = 0, we obtain g̃0 = π/2, g̃y = 2, g̃z = 0. For
R2 close to R̃1, we use the Jacobi–Anger expansion eiz cosϕ =∑∞

n=−∞ inJn(z)einϕ to obtain

g̃0 ≡
π

2
J0(Φ) +

∞∑
n≥1

inJn(Φ) cos(nθ)(ξn−1 + ξn+1),

g̃y ≡ 2J0(Φ) + 2
∞∑

n≥1

inJn(Φ) cos(nθ)ξ|n|,

g̃z ≡ i
∞∑

n≥1

inJn(Φ) sin(nθ)(ξn−1 − ξn+1),

where Jm(x) is the mth-order Bessel function and

ξ±n ≡

∫ π/2

−π/2
cosϕeinϕdϕ =

−2 cos(nπ/2)
n2 − 1

.

The value ξ±1 = π/2 is obtained by taking the limit n→ 1.

Appendix B: Carrier propagators in asymmetric TI P-N
junction

We consider a right-going incident electron with energy
EF in the N region with an incident angle ϕN , momentum
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(qN,x, qy) ≡ qNeϕN , group velocity vN ≡ vFeϕN , and spin state

|ez × vN〉 =
1
√

2

[
e−iϕN/2

ieiϕN/2

]
,

where qN ≡ (V0 + EF)/vF is the Fermi momentum in the N re-
gion and qN,x ≡ (q2

N −q2
y)1/2. The reflection electron has a mo-

mentum (−qN,x, qy) = qNeπ−ϕN , group velocity vr = vFeπ−ϕN ,
and spin state

|ez × vr〉 =
1
√

2

[
eiϕN/2

−ie−iϕN/2

]
.

The transmission electron has a momentum (−qP,x, qy) =

qPeπ−ϕP , group velocity vP ≡ vFe−ϕP , and spin state

|ez × vP〉 =
1
√

2

[
eiϕP/2

ie−iϕP/2

]
,

where qP ≡ (V0 − EF)/vF is the Fermi momentum in the P
region and qP,x ≡ (q2

P − q2
y)1/2. From the continuity equation

at the P-N interface x = 0,

|ez × vN〉 + r|ez × vr〉 = t|ez × vP〉,

we obtain the transmission amplitude t(qy) =

cosϕN/ cos[(ϕP − ϕN)/2]. The continuity of qy across
the P-N interface dictates

sinϕN

sinϕP
=

qP

qN
=

V0 − EF

V0 + EF
≡ n. (B1)

The carrier propagator from R1 to R2 is

Ĝ(R2,R1, EF) =

∫
dqy

2π
t(qy)eiφ(qy) |ez × vP〉〈ez × vN|

ivFqN,x/qN
,

where φ(qy) = qyY + aqN,x − qP,xX. The classical trajectory
going from R1 to R2 is determined by ∂qyφ = 0 as

Y = a tanϕN − X tanϕP,

which, together with Eq. (B1), determines the incident angle
ϕN and the refractive angle ϕP for the classical trajectory. For
clarity, we denote this classical incident (refractive) angle by
θN (θP). For n < 1 (n > 1), there is a unique solution when R2
lies on the right (left) of the caustics, or three solutions when
R2 lies on the left (right) of the caustics, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 6. The contribution from different classical tra-
jectories to the propagator are additive. Usually, as long as
R2 is far from the caustics, the propagator is dominated by
the middle trajectory. The contribution from this trajectory as
characterized by (θN , θP) is

G(R2,R1, EF) ≈
t

2πivF cos θN
|ez × vP〉〈ez × vN|

∫ ∞

−∞

eiφ(qy)dqy,

where t = cos θN/ cos[(θP − θN)/2] is the transmission ampli-
tude of the classical trajectory. The propagation phase along
the classical trajectory (i.e., qy,c = qN sin θN = qP sin θP) is

Φ ≡ φ(qy,c) = qN
a

cos θN
− qP

X
cos θP

.

Under the stationary phase approximation, we replace φ(qy)
by its second-order Taylor expansion

φ(qy) ≈ Φ −
1
2

R̃
qF cos2 θN

(qy − qy,c)2

[R̃ is given by Eq. (11) of the main text] to obtain Eq. (10) of
the main text.
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